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Introduction

The Australian Curriculum sets out the essential knowledge, 

understanding, skills and general capabilities important for all 

Australian students. It is designed as a platform to

•  launch students into future learning, growth and active  

participation in the Australian community,

• clarify what all young Australians should learn as they progress 

through their schooling, and

• highlight the high quality teaching required to meet the needs 

of all Australian students.

The Australian Curriculum acknowledges the challenges of planning 

to meet diverse learning needs, and recognises that different groups of 

learners may have different learning needs than some other students. 

Embedded within the curriculum statements are the General 

Capabilities and Cross-Curriculum Priorities, which can be considered 

to be crucial elements required to support a robust curriculum for 

21st-century learning.

The General Capabilities aims to create successful learners who are  

confi dent, creative individuals, and who are active, informed citizens. 

Consequently, students will need to be adept at a range of General 

Capabilities if they are to be successful beyond school.

The chapters that follow explore how the Critical, Creative and, 

indeed, Caring dimensions of the General Capabilities might be best 

met as teachers go about planning topics with high order thinking 

outcomes in mind.

With the introduction of the national curriculum, there is now a strong 

requirement for teachers at all levels of schooling to refl ect upon 

how they design teaching and learning activities for their students. 

In a previous publication, Teaching Thinking in the Primary Years 

(Pohl, 1997), I suggested that there is an expectation that learning 

experiences for students need to be structured in such a way as to

⇒ engage students in a wide range of analytical, critical and 

creative thinking tasks.

We wish to see 

students applying 

good thinking 

techniques 

not just in the 

classroom, but in 

the playground and 

beyond the school 

gate.
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⇒ create ongoing opportunities for students to

• learn and expand their use of the language of thinking;

• develop, practise and refi ne their skills of thinking; and

• share their thinking in many ways and at all times.

⇒ provide students with the tools to better

• organise,

• record, and

• recall their thinking.

⇒ promote productive thinking. For example, taking students 

beyond memorisation and simple recall into the higher order 

thinking skills of analytical, critical, creative and caring thinking. 

⇒ assist in the transfer of skills as tools for life-long learning.

⇒ encourage transfer beyond the classroom. We wish to see 

students applying good thinking techniques not just in the 

classroom, but in the playground and beyond the school gate. 

We wish to embed these as tools for life-long learning, providing 

students with opportunities to apply the thinking tools and 

strategies in real life (or at least, true to life) problem solving 

situations.

It is indicated in Learning to Think/Thinking to Learn (Pohl, 2000) that 

teachers currently have an extensive range of models, strategies and 

tools available to assist them in infusing thinking into the curriculum. 

Some of these have gained wide acceptance and are used extensively. 

It was suggested, for example, that there are any number of excellent 

resources for teachers that provide examples of how different 

frameworks, such as Bloom’s Taxonomy of Cognitive Objectives or 

Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences, may be applied in the planning of 

learning activities for students. Due in part to the enduring popularity 

of these approaches, more examples of the application of both models 

at all levels of schooling are provided within this book.

It is important to note that such frameworks are popular because 

of the balance they provide. Bloom’s may balance thinking well, as 

it will see students thinking in six qualitatively different ways about 

content. Applying Multiple Intelligence frameworks will allow students 

to express the way they best know, and understand content via their 

intelligence strengths. However, no one framework should be seen as 

a panacea – no one structure will do everything. Bloom’s Taxonomy 

may balance thinking, but what if we require affective responses from 

students? Bloom’s is a taxonomy of cognitive objectives – a list of 
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thinking things, not feeling things. So if we believe that thinking, feeling and learning are 

inextricably linked, then planning with this taxonomy alone will only satisfy one half of the 

thinking–feeling equation.

While we still acknowledge the value of such frameworks, teachers need to look “beyond 

Bloom’s” as they infuse thinking into content at all levels of schooling. Employing some 

different instructional approaches in planning learning activities can be a refreshing and 

rewarding challenge for teachers, especially for those who have relied on a narrow range 

of planning structures in the past. In addition, employing a range of frameworks in the 

planning of teaching and learning activities will assist teachers in maintaining student 

motivation and interest.

As Bloom’s Taxonomy remains a popular and appropriate planning tool for teachers, this 

publication devotes much space to exploring its use in a variety of different contexts at 

different levels of schooling. Many curriculum-specifi c and general topics are covered 

within work units for students, demonstrating the use of the structure as an assessment 

and reporting tool. Following this, we look beyond Bloom’s Taxonomy, linking this structure 

to other structures (such as Multiple Intelligences) and exploring other frameworks such as 

Tony Ryan’s recently revised Thinkers Keys.
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Topics and Units of Work in this Book

Instructional

Approach and Focus
Topic or Theme

Suggested Level of 

Schooling
Page

Bloom’s

Taxonomy 

(Balancing Thinking)

Tasks for Texts/Film Study

Three Little Pigs

Whale Rider

The Princess Bride

Australian Rules

Shrek

Tomorrow When the War Began

The Wave

Antarctica

Volcanic Eruptions

Earth and Space Science

Levers and More

Statistics

Algebra

Healthy body/Healthy mind

Substance Abuse

MythBusters

Planning a Party

Movable Storage Unit

Value-Adding to Products

Creating Information Products

All Levels

Junior Primary

Middle Years

Middle Years

Middle Years

Middle Years

Middle Years

Middle Years

Upper Primary

Primary

Middle Years

Primary

Middle Years

Middle Years

Middle Years

Middle Years

Middle Years

Middle Years

Senior Years

Senior Years

Senior Years

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

35

37

38

Bloom’s

Taxonomy

and

Multiple

Intelligences

(Balancing Thinking

and Ways of Knowing)

Thunderwith

Macbeth

Impact of Media

I am Australian

Australia’s Many Cultures

Primary

Senior Years

Middle Years 

Middle Years 

Middle Years 

52

54

56

58

60
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Instructional

Approach and Focus
Topic or Theme

Suggested Level of 

Schooling
Page

Bloom’s

Taxonomy

and

Krathwohl’s

Taxonomy

(Balancing Thinking

and Feeling)

Surfi ng Mr Petrovic

Mike

Exploring our Continent

Primary

Primary

Middle Years

62

63

64

Ryan’s 

Thinkers Keys

(Evoking a Wide Range of 

Thinking Processes)

The Thief of Always

Forensic Science 

Conserving Australia

The Renaissance

Polar Regions

Pollution in the Creek

(sequence of revised keys)

Global Warming

(sequence of revised keys)

Entertainment Units

(sequence of revised keys)

Primary/Middle Years

Middle/Senior Years

Middle Years

Middle/Senior Years

Primary/Middle Years

Primary/Middle Years

Middle Years

Middle/Senior Years 

72

74

75

76

77

85

86

87

Bloom’s

Taxonomy

and

Ryan’s

Thinkers Keys

(Evoking a Wide Range of 

Thinking Processes)

Drought in Australia

The Magic of Chemistry

The Periodic Table

Systems for Survival

Disease and Disability

Middle Years 

Middle Years 

Middle Years 

Middle Years

Middle Years

78

79

80

81

82
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Planning Teaching and Learning Activities with a Thinking Skills Focus 

Using Bloom’s Taxonomy

 Using Literature – Three Little Pigs

(Target Group – Junior Primary Years of Schooling)

Instructions: You must complete eight activities – choose either activity in each of the six categories below to be done 

by yourself, then you may work with a partner or in a small group to complete two other activities of your choice. 

Remembering
(Factual answers, recall 
and recognition)

Name all the characters in the story. Tell all you know about real wolves.

Understanding
(Translating, interpreting, 
showing understanding)

Explain why do you think the wolf was so keen 
to catch the pigs.

Retell this story to a friend as if you 
were the last pig in the story.

Applying
(Using information 
gained in different, 
familiar situations)

Work with others to build a model of the straw 
house.

Draw a map of the story of the Three 
Little Pigs.

Analysing
(Break into parts to 
examine more closely)

Tell us about a part of the story that you liked 
and one that you did not.

Think of another story you have shared 
with a mean animal in it. How is that 
story similar to this one?

Evaluating
(Judge, use criteria, 
rank, substantiate)

Did the story end in a fair way? 
Why do you think so?

Who do you believe was the 
cleverest character? Why?

Creating
(Combining information to 
new situations to create 
new products, ideas, etc.)

Suggest changes to the story that would ensure 
everyone in the story had a happy ending.

How might the story be different if it 
were set in the future?

The Australian Curriculum: English strands and sub-strands contained in this topic:

LANGUAGE LITERATURE LITERACY

Language variation and change Literature and context Texts in context

Language for interaction Responding to literature Interacting with others

Text structure and organisation Examining literature
Interpreting, analysing and 
evaluating

Expressing and developing ideas Creating literature Creating texts

Sound and letter knowledge

?!
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Planning Teaching and Learning Activities with a Thinking Skills Focus

Using Bloom’s Taxonomy

 Environment – Antarctica

(Target Group – Upper Primary Years of Schooling)

Instructions: You must complete all activities – those in the middle column are to be completed by 

yourself, then you may work with a partner or in a small group to complete activities in the last column.

Individual Research 
Activities

Group Research 
Activities

Remembering
(Factual answers, recall and 
recognition)

Record fi ndings of your research 
on estimated numbers of visitors to 
Antarctica during the past ten years. 

Do a two-minute group brainstorm 
about Antarctica under each of these 
headings: Climate/Animal life/
Vegetation/Other things we know about 
Antarctica.

Understanding
(Translating, interpreting, 
showing understanding)

Suggest reasons why some may like to 
visit such an extreme location.

What essential equipment would you 
have to take for a week-long visit to 
Antarctica?
Give reasons for your choices.

Applying
(Using information gained in 
different, familiar situations)

What has global warming have to do 
with Antarctica?

Make a diorama of a typical scene in 
Antarctica. 

Analysing
(Break into parts to examine 
more closely)

Compared to your regular routine, what 
would be the same and what would be 
very different about everyday life living 
in the Antarctic? 

Research the Antarctic environment. Is it 
just ice?
Demonstrate your fi ndings using a 
graphic organiser.

Evaluating
(Judge, use criteria, rank, 
substantiate)

“Tourism poses a signifi cant threat to 
Antarctica.” Take a stance on this issue 
and justify your view.

Debate the need for permanent 
settlement in Antarctica.

Creating
(Combining information to 
new situations to create new 
products, ideas, etc.)

What adaptations or changes would 
need to occur if lions were to thrive in 
the Antarctic? 

Suggest some creative ways the problem 
of waste disposal may be dealt with in 
the Antarctic.

The Australian Curriculum: Geography  strands and sub-strands contained in this topic:

Geographical Knowledge & Understanding Geographical Inquiry And Skills
Observe the relationships between aspects of 
knowledge Observing, questioning and planning

Construct explanatory frameworks to illustrate the 
relationships observed above. Collecting, recording, evaluating and representing.

Apply this knowledge to new situations in solving 
new problems Interpreting, analysing and concluding 

Communicating
Refl ecting and responding

?!
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Planning Teaching and Learning Activities with a Thinking Skills Focus

Using Bloom’s Taxonomy

Science – Volcanic Eruptions

(Target Group – Primary Years of Schooling)

Instructions: This assignment must total at least 50 points. You must complete at least: three activities 

of your choice from the Remembering and Understanding section, three activities of your choice from 

the Applying and Analysing section and three activities of your choice from the Evaluating and Creating 

section. Then you may choose other activities to research and complete by yourself that will bring your 

total to at least 50 points. 

Remembering

1 POINT

Understanding

Make a fact chart about uses man has made of volcanic materials. 

Generate an A–Z list of words that you know about volcanoes.

Make 15 question-and-answer quiz cards about facts you already know or found out 
about the topic. 

Write a short newspaper report about a well-known volcanic eruption as if it just occurred.

Applying

5 POINTS

Analysing

Construct a model to demonstrate how a volcano is formed.

Design a poster that shows the warning signs of volcanic activity as shown in the fi lm 
Dante’s Peak.

Which events could not have happened in the fi lm Dante’s Peak? Give reasons in your 
answer.

Research the work of volcanologists. Write a diary entry of a typical day in the fi eld for a 
volcanologist.

What information would you need to collect in order to put together a brochure for people 
living in potentially dangerous volcanic areas?

Evaluating

10 POINTS

Creating

Write a critical review of the fi lm Dante’s Peak.

On a map, show evacuation routes and procedures for a fi ctitious rural village at the base 
of an active volcano. 

Make your own front-page newspaper report about a famous volcanic eruption in history.

Suggest fi ve websites that you believe provide credible and useful information about 
volcanoes. Suggest reasons why you would recommend each one.

The Australian Curriculum: Science strands and sub-strands contained in this topic:

Science Understanding Science as a                    
Human Endeavour

Science                                
Inquiry Skills

Biological Sciences
Nature and Development                    
of Science

Questioning and Predicting

Chemical Sciences Use and  Infl uence  of Science Planning and Conducting

Earth and Space Sciences
Processing and  Analysing Data 
and Information

Physical Sciences Evaluating

Communicating

?!
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